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Assessing the Potential of Addressable Linear TV Advertising 

ABSTRACT 

Addressable linear TV allows advertisers to target individual households watching the same linear 

programming with different ad insertions. This study assesses the potential lift in ad efficacy of 

addressable linear TV over traditional linear TV. We calibrate an ad response model by matching, 

for a panel of 731,393 households over 15 months, second-by-second linear TV viewing data with 

conversion data from an online vendor of personal financial information and services. Our model 

estimates (1) the same-day and one-month carryover effects of the focal brand’s TV ads, and (2) 

two dimensions of heterogeneity—the likelihood of a household being in the focal market, and 

conditional on being in the market, its responsiveness to the focal brand’s TV ads. Using the 

calibrated model, we predict the average incremental conversions per one thousand ad impressions 

that could result from alternative targeting strategies. Simulation results suggest that there can be 

a substantial lift in efficacy when traditional TV advertisers switch some ad buys to addressable 

TV and target households with the highest incremental conversion potentials. This lift in ad 

efficacy gets amplified when a larger portion of linear TV ad inventory becomes addressable or 

addressable TV ads are deployed for a lower level of reach. 

Keywords: Addressable TV, Advertising, Attribution, Response Modeling, Targeting 
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INTRODUCTION 

Addressable linear TV advertising refers to TV ad insertions that can be targeted at the individual 

household level and delivered through cable, satellite, and Internet Protocol TV operators (e.g., 

Altice, AT&T, Charter, Comcast, Cox, Dish Network, DIRECTV, Frontier, Hulu + Live, Sling, 

YouTube TV) who have the set-top box technology to serve different ads to different households 

watching the same linear programing, live or time-shifted. Out of the 120 million TV households 

in the U.S., more than 65 million can be targeted with addressable linear TV ads, the inventory of 

which comes mainly from the two minutes per hour that TV networks allot to cable, satellite, and 

streaming service providers to sell against the networks’ linear programming (IAB 2018). 

Addressable linear TV appeals to advertisers because it holds the promise of the best of 

two worlds: superior audience reach and engagement of traditional linear TV, coupled with 

superior audience targeting and measurement of digital media. Indeed, spend on addressable linear 

TV advertising in the U.S. has been growing rapidly: from $1 billion in 2017 to $2.9 billion in 

2021 (eMarketer 2021). Advocates of addressable linear TV (or addressable TV for short 

hereinafter) see it as the future of linear TV as an advertising medium and foresee strong growth 

in both ad inventory and spend in the years to come. Skeptics caution that, compared with 

traditional linear TV (or traditional TV for short hereinafter), it remains unproven whether the 

potential gains accrued to addressable TV can justify its higher cost per impression (Digiday 2018). 

Because TV viewers cannot tell addressable TV ads from traditional TV ads, the main 

advantage of addressable TV over traditional TV comes from its superior audience targeting.1 

While traditional TV allows advertisers to select ad inventory at the show level, addressable TV 

1 Another advantage of addressable TV over traditional TV lies in audience measurement: addressable TV 
advertisers pay for actual ad impressions while traditional TV advertisers pay for program ratings, which could be 
less than actual ad impressions due to channel switching/ad skipping during commercial breaks. 
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allows advertisers to target individual households, regardless of the shows a household watches. 

Thus, at its core, quantifying the potential gains in ad efficacy of addressable TV over traditional 

TV is about comparing the performances of two types of targeting: household level vs. show level. 

Setting aside ad inventory and cost differentials, and holding ad reach constant, this comparison 

boils down to maximizing the same objective function under two sets of constraints, where the 

solution space of household-level targeting subsumes that of show-level targeting. Carrying out 

such a comparison, however, can prove challenging in practice.  

First, identifying the optimal shows or households for targeting is non-trivial. With 

traditional TV, advertisers typically select shows based on aggregate audience demographic 

profiles (e.g., age and gender composition). With addressable TV, advertisers can either provide a 

list of households they want to reach or specify the criteria for ad platforms to select matching 

households for targeting. In order to make a meaningful comparison between show- and 

household-level targeting, one needs to make sure the targeted shows or households are selected 

optimally given the prevalent data environment faced by TV advertisers when making targeting 

decisions. Unfortunately, what constitutes the ‘prevalent data environment’ for linear TV 

advertising can vary substantially across industries, advertisers, and ad platforms, depending on 

first-party audience data availability as well as third-party audience data providers serving the TV 

advertising ecosystem. Such dependency on audience data available for TV ad targeting makes the 

optimality of advertisers’ targeting decisions context specific, which in turn makes it challenging 

to make a general assessment of the potential gains in ad efficacy that can result from addressable 

TV due to its expanded solution space for targeting.  

Another main challenge for the traditional vs. addressable TV comparison lies in attribution, 

i.e., quantifying the causal impact of targeted ad impressions. On top of the intrinsic complexities
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of TV advertising attribution, to assess the potential advantage of addressable TV over traditional 

TV adds another layer of complexity: it requires two causal impact measures—one for show-level 

targeting and the other for household-level targeting—that can be obtained using the same 

attribution method and are thus directly comparable. Although randomized controlled trials (RCT), 

often considered the gold standard for attribution, are certainly feasible for addressable TV, RCT 

remains elusive for traditional TV for all practical intents and purposes and could be infeasible 

when repeated ad impressions over an extended time period are required.  

Response models calibrated with aggregate time series data offer another approach to TV 

attribution. However, that would require aggregating traditional TV impressions separately from 

those of addressable TV and including them as distinct variables in a response model. Such an 

approach would be daunting in practice and could be infeasible when there is a substantial overlap 

between shows targeted by traditional TV and households targeted by addressable TV. 

Our study takes on the aforementioned challenges and illustrates how advertisers may 

make better-informed cost-benefit trade-offs when choosing between traditional vs. addressable 

TV and, more broadly, how advertisers may make better targeting decisions with linear TV 

advertising. To do so, we leverage a massive and rich dataset from a leading TV data provider. For 

a panel of 731,393 households over 15 months, we observe their second-by-second linear TV 

viewing behavior, tracking all the shows and ads they watch. In addition, we know whether and 

when a panel household registers for the focal advertiser’s service during the study period. 

Equipped with such a dataset, which is becoming increasingly available to TV advertisers 

nowadays, we model each household’s conversion decision as a function of exposures to the focal 

brand’s TV ads as well as its top competitor’s TV ads. Our proposed response model allows us to 

estimate (1) the same-day and one-month carryover effects of TV ads, and (2) two dimensions of 
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heterogeneity, i.e., the likelihood of a household being in the focal market, and conditional on 

being in the market, the household’s responsiveness to the focal brand’s TV ads. Based on the 

calibrated model, we predict the average incremental conversions per one thousand ad impressions 

that would result from alternative targeting strategies. Our main findings include: 

• For one ad exposure from the focal brand, the incremental conversion accrued from 30 days 

after the day of ad airing is about 1.3 times of the incremental conversion from the same day 

of ad airing. This finding highlights that TV ad attribution should not focus singularly on 

immediate (same-day) spikes in post-ad responses because the carryover effect accrued over 

time (e.g., one month after ad airing) can be greater. 

• TV ads of the focal brand’s top competitor have a positive and significant impact on the focal 

brand’s conversion. This positive competitive spillover is about one-sixth the size of the focal 

brand’s own ad effect, highlighting the importance of accounting for competitive ad exposures 

in TV ad response modeling and attribution.   

• Households differ significantly in “in-marketness,” i.e., their likelihood of being in the market 

for the advertised service, and “ad responsiveness,” i.e., their likelihood of being influenced 

by the focal brand’s TV ads conditional on being in the market. Both types of heterogeneity 

show significant correlation with a household’s past TV viewing behavior, e.g., the average 

amount of time spent watching TV each day, the allocation of TV viewing time across dayparts 

and genres, the propensity to skip TV ads. This points to the potential that TV advertisers can 

effectively target their ads based on households’ TV viewing patterns, without having to resort 

to third-party audience data that tend to be more intrusive on privacy and less reliable in quality 

(Neumann, Tucker, and Whitfield 2019). 
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• Households who are more likely to be in the focal market tend to be less responsive to the focal 

brand’s TV ads. Such negative correlation between in-marketness and ad responsiveness 

suggests that targeting households based solely on predicted in-marketness, as is common 

practice with many TV advertisers, could be suboptimal. To maximize the efficacy of TV 

advertising, brands should target households whose likelihood of conversion would receive 

the greatest boost from an ad exposure, i.e., those with both high in-marketness and high ad 

responsiveness conditional on being in the market. 

• According to our response model, assuming all the ad inventory is available for addressable 

TV and holding constant the number of households exposed to the focal brand’s ads, the 

optimal household-level targeting strategy enabled by addressable TV can lift incremental 

conversion by 420%, over the actual show-level targeting strategy employed by the focal brand. 

This suggests that, by leveraging modern-day single-source data such as those used in our 

study, where second-by-second TV viewing data are merged with transaction data for millions 

of households, the efficacy of TV advertising can be substantially lifted through better targeted 

ad buys made possible by addressable TV. Of course, to determine whether addressable TV 

offers a better return-on-ad-spend (ROAS), advertisers still need to factor in its cost premium 

over traditional TV. 

• Finally, our simulation results show that advertisers need to be mindful that the lift of 

addressable TV over traditional TV in efficacy can vary substantially as an increasing function 

of the ad inventory available for addressable TV or a decreasing function of intended ad reach. 

 The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. We briefly review the relevant literature and 

delineate our points of differentiation and intended contributions. We then describe our data in 

detail and present the proposed framework for modeling household ad response. We report model 
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estimates and interpret their implications. Based on the calibrated model, we conduct what-if 

analyses to quantify the incremental conversions that can result from alternative targeting 

strategies, subject to varying constraints on ad inventory and ad reach. We conclude by discussing 

the managerial implications of our findings and directions for future research. 

 

LITERATURE 

There is a small but substantial stream of research that has leveraged household-level TV viewing 

data to examine behaviors such as ad response (Tellis 1988, Tellis and Weiss 1995, Deng and Mela 

2018, Tuchman, Nair, and Gardete 2018, Tuchman 2019), ad avoidance (Wilbur 2016, Deng and 

Mela 2018, Tuchman, Nair, and Gardete 2018), and program choice (Rust and Alpert 1984, Rust, 

Kamakura, and Alpert 1992, Shachar and Emerson 2000, Yao, Wang, and Chen 2017, Deng and 

Mela 2018). 

Two recent studies, Deng and Mela (2018), and Tuchman, Nair, and Gardete (2018) are 

particularly relevant. Deng and Mela (2018) model household TV viewing, ad avoidance, and ad 

response behaviors jointly. Tuchman, Nair, and Gardete (2018) model household TV ad 

consumption and demand for the advertised products as interrelated decisions. Both studies 

conduct model-based simulations to evaluate TV ad efficacy under alternative targeting strategies 

by accounting for household heterogeneity in tendency to avoid/consume TV ads.  

In contrast, our study abstracts away from modeling ad avoidance/consumption for two 

main practical reasons. First, our proposed modeling framework is intended for contexts where ad 

spend is determined by the number of actual ad exposures and the cost per exposure, such as 

addressable TV. This is different from traditional TV where ad spend is typically tied to program 

ratings, which serve as an imperfect proxy for the number of actual ad exposures. Thus, with 
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traditional TV, it is important to model TV viewing and ad consumption behaviors so that 

advertisers can reduce the waste in their ad spend by targeting TV viewers who have a lower 

propensity to avoid their ads in the first place. By contrast, in the context of addressable TV, 

because ad spend is typically tied to the number of actual ad impressions, the advertiser cares about 

and thus our study focuses on, conditional on an ad exposure, how a household’s conversion 

probability would change in response. 

The second main practical reason for our decision to abstract away from modeling ad 

viewing behavior is that, in our data, 96.0% of the focal brand’s ads are consumed in full (as 

indicated by the absence of channel switching in the middle of an ad airing). This suggests that, in 

our empirical setting, predicting a household’s propensity to avoid the focal brand’s ads and 

targeting those who are less likely to do so will, for all practical intents and purposes, offer a 

marginal lift (less than 4%) in ROAS. As a result (and also for the sake of parsimony and 

scalability), we elect to abstract away from modeling ad avoidance as a dependent variable and the 

driving force behind targeting decisions. Rather, our proposed modeling framework focuses on 

capturing household heterogeneity in how their conversion probability may change in response to 

a TV ad exposure. The objective is that, by adopting our proposed modeling framework, both 

traditional and addressable linear TV advertisers can better target their ads to households who are 

most likely to respond positively, conditional on ad exposure.  

Besides the above two main practical considerations that lead us to adopt a different focus, 

our work also extends Deng and Mela (2018), Tuchman, Nair, and Gardete (2018), and most other 

extant research utilizing household-level TV viewing and ad response data, by examining an 

empirical setting that differs in important ways. Instead of consumer-packaged goods (CPGs), 

which tend to have high market penetration and purchase incidence rates, the focal brand in our 
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study is an online provider of personal financial information and services and the response 

behavior of interest is whether a panel household registers for the focal brand’s service, which is 

a one-off event. During the 15-month window of our study, only 4.1% of the panel households 

converted, a daily hazard rate of conversion of less than 0.01%. Such a low incidence rate presents 

a challenge in terms of the statistical power needed to identify the causal effects of TV ads for 

advertisers such as our focal brand, a typical non-CPG, non-household name vendor. 

We note that the sample sizes of household-level TV viewing data used in previous studies 

are likely too small to possess the statistical power needed for the focal advertiser of our study. 

For example, Deng and Mela (2018) examine a panel of 837 households over 52 weeks, and 

Tuchman, Nair, and Gardete (2018) examine a panel of 6,437 households over 78 weeks, which 

would mean observing on average less than one conversion per day in our empirical context.  

Our study tracks a panel of 731,393 households (about one out of every 160 TV households 

in the U.S.) over 67 weeks. We show that, equipped with a panel of such size, which is two orders 

of magnitude greater than the largest that has been reported in the prior literature, one would have 

enough statistical power to quantify the effects of TV advertising as well as household 

heterogeneity in ad responsiveness, even in a product category that has a daily hazard rate of 

conversion of less than 0.01%. We argue that this point of differentiation of our study is of practical 

import because a) massive connected TV household panels have now been made readily accessible 

to advertisers by data providers and addressable TV platforms such as LG Ads, iSpot.tv, and b) 

marketing science needs to demonstrate to non-CPG, non-household name brands that they too 

can leverage modern household-level TV viewing and response data to better quantify the effects 

of their TV ads and better target their ad buys. In short, given a panel of our size and the practical 
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motivation of our study, besides rigor and interpretability, our modeling choices prioritize 

parsimony, scalability, and potential ease of implementation in practice.  

Lastly, our data cover a 15-month window between 2018 and 2019, offering a fresh look 

into the dynamics of consumer response to TV advertising that hopefully can complement 

empirical findings documented in the extant literature. 

Besides prior studies that examine household-level TV viewing and response data, another 

related stream of research utilizes aggregate TV ad exposure data to estimate the effects of TV 

advertising on various online behaviors, including brand and price searches (Zigmond and Stipp 

2010, Laroche et al. 2013; Lewis and Reiley 2013; Joo et al. 2014; Joo, Wilbur, and Zhu 2016; 

Chandrasekaran, Srinivasan, and Sihi 2018, Du, Xu, and Wilbur 2019), website visits (Kitts et al. 

2014; Liaukonyte, Teixeira and Wilbur 2015), online word of mouth (Fossen and Schweidel 2017; 

Tirunillai and Tellis 2017; Konitzer et al. 2018), online conversion and purchases (Lewis and 

Reiley 2014; Liaukonyte, Teixeira and Wilbur 2015; Guitart and Hervet 2017; Lambrecht, Tucker, 

and Zhang 2021; Guitart and Stremersch 2021). Collectively, this literature shows that TV 

advertising can lead to a wide array of online responses and these causal effects can be identified 

by leveraging the temporal granularity of aggregate TV ad exposure and online response data.  

We contribute to this literature by illustrating that, by fitting our proposed ad response 

model to second-by-second TV viewing and daily online conversion data from a massive panel of 

households, one can not only establish the causal linkage between TV advertising and online 

conversion with reasonable confidence, but also quantify household heterogeneity in ad 

responsiveness as a function of their TV viewing history, which in turn enables advertisers to 

improve the efficacy of addressable TV through improved targeting decisions.  
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Our proposed ad response model accomplishes the above through several novel features, 

the first of which being the identification strategy, which we shall discuss in detail later when we 

formally introduce our model. Here it suffices to note that our identification strategy leverages the 

fact that we observe the complete show and ad viewing history of each household. This allows us 

to construct household-and-time-variant variables that capture each household’s a) propensity to 

watch shows with ad insertions from the focal brand and its top competitor (as a control for targeted 

ad buys), b) propensity to watch ads in general (as a control for ad avoidance tendency), and c) 

propensity to watch TV in general (as a control for activity bias). As we shall articulate later, these 

variables derived from show and ad viewing history provide strong controls for unobservables that 

could be correlated with both the dependent variable (conversion) and the causal variables, i.e., 

the numbers of mere exposures to TV ads of the focal brand and its top competitor. An added 

benefit of our control variable-based, “rich-data” approach to identification is that it is readily 

implementable by practitioners equipped with data such as ours, which is increasingly available. 

Another novel feature of our ad response model is that it allows for two dimensions of 

cross-sectional heterogeneity: the likelihood of being in the market for the focal product category 

(in-marketness) and, conditional on being in the market, the responsiveness to the focal brand’s 

TV ads (ad responsiveness). Since the vast majority of panel households did not convert during 

our 15-month study period, as is typical with infrequently purchased or low market penetration 

products or services, it is critical for the ad response model to be able to infer whether a lack of 

conversion is due to a household not being in the market, or the household not being swayable by 

the focal brand’s TV ads despite being in the market for the focal product category. 

In practice, TV advertisers often focus on targeting households who are estimated to have 

a high probability of being in the market (e.g., based on the scoring algorithm of a third-party 
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audience profile data vendor), implicitly assuming that a household’s in-marketness is positively 

correlated with its ad responsiveness. We contribute to the literature by demonstrating that a) both 

in-marketness and ad responsiveness can be modeled as a function of a household’s TV viewing 

patterns observed in a short time window (one month in our empirical illustration), and b) in-

marketness and ad responsiveness can be negatively correlated. 

These two empirical findings can have important implications for the practice of TV 

advertising targeting. First, they show that advertisers can target TV viewers based on their show 

and ad viewing patterns observed in a short time window, which are recorded by TV operators as 

a byproduct of the TV viewing process and should prove less privacy intrusive than other common 

sources for audience profiling data (e.g., credit card transactions, social media activities, cross-site, 

cross-platform tracking cookies). Second, the finding that household in-marketness can be 

negatively correlated with ad responsiveness suggests that merely targeting TV viewers who are 

most likely to be in the focal market can be suboptimal because some of those viewers can 

nonetheless be unresponsive to the focal brand’s TV ads and thus should not be targeted. Rather, 

the optimal targeting strategy requires identifying households who score high in both in-

marketness and ad responsiveness. 

The third key feature of our ad response model is that it allows for the identification of not 

only same-day effects but also carryover effects (up to 30 days after a TV ad exposure in our 

empirical setting). We show that the cumulation of carryover effects can be 1.3 times as big as the 

same-day effects. Furthermore, our ad response model allows for the identification of same-day 

and carryover effects of the competition’s TV ads on the focal brand’s conversions. We show that 

the competitive spillover is positive and one-sixth the size of own effect in our empirical setting.  
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Finally, we contribute to the literature by illustrating how our ad response model, once 

calibrated, can be used to evaluate alternative targeting strategies subject to varying constraints on 

ad inventory and ad reach. By adopting our proposed approach, advertisers can optimize their 

addressable TV ad buys and determine whether there is enough of a potential lift in efficacy to 

justify the cost premium of addressable TV over traditional TV. 

 

DATA 

The data employed in our study come from two sources: household TV viewing data provided by 

LG Ads, and conversion data provided by an online provider of personal financial information and 

services (hereinafter referred to as the focal advertiser or focal brand). The data track a panel of 

731,393 households over 67 weeks (455 days) from January 1, 2018 through March 31, 2019. 

 LG Ads collects linear TV viewing data from a large opt-in panel of U.S. smart TV 

households through automatic content recognition (ACR) technology. Each household in the panel 

is identified by a unique (meshed) IP address. The TV viewing data record all the shows and ads 

each household is exposed to, second by second, during each viewing session. We thus observe 

the complete history of each household’s linear TV viewing behavior at the most granular level. 

 The focal advertiser offers personal financial information and services (e.g., credit score 

reports, recommendations for financial products). A conversion occurs when a household registers 

an account online for the first time. Each household can convert only once. For each conversion, 

the focal advertiser records the IP address and time of conversion. The conversion data are merged 

with the TV viewing data by IP address. The combined dataset used for model calibration contains 

TV viewership, ad exposures, and conversion decisions at the household-by-day level. 
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Among the 731,393 panel households, who were not converted prior to the start of the 

study period, 29,956 (or 4.1%) converted during the study period, with an average of 65.8 

conversions per day. Figure 1 presents the histogram of conversion time, with January 1, 2018 as 

“day 1” and March 31, 2019 “day 455.” Households who did not convert during the study period 

are excluded from Figure 1.  

Tables 1 and 2 present summary statistics of the panel households’ TV viewing behavior 

and ad exposures. On average, each household watches 244 minutes of linear TV per day. 

Converted households watch on average 22 more minutes of TV per day than unconverted 

households.  

We refer to a TV show as being “targeted” by a particular advertiser if there is at least one 

ad insertion from the advertiser during the airing of the show. On average, each panel household 

watches 7.5 minutes per day of the shows targeted by the focal advertiser, and 23.8 minutes per 

day of the shows targeted by the focal advertiser’s top competitor during the study period.  

Compared with the unconverted households, each day the converted households watch on 

average 1.3 more minutes of the shows targeted by the focal brand and 6.4 more minutes of the 

shows targeted by the competitor brand. The converted households are on average exposed to 0.06 

ads per day from the focal brand and 0.36 ads per day from the competitor brand, while the 

unconverted households are exposed to on average 0.05 ads per day from the focal brand and 0.26 

ads per day from the competitor brand. An ad exposure is counted as long as a viewer watches an 

ad insertion for at least one second (regardless of whether they watch the ad in full or skip in the 

middle of the ad airing). 

Once exposed, the panel households watch on average 96.0% of the focal brand’s ad 

insertions in full, which is in line with the ad completion rates reported in Tuchman, Nair, and 
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Gardete (2018) (95%) and Bronnenberg, Dube, and Mela (2010) (93.5%). For reasons discussed 

earlier, we abstract away from investigating the cause and effect of TV viewers’ ad avoidance 

behavior, which has been explored in depth by Deng and Mela (2018), Tuchman, Nair, and Gardete 

(2018), and Wilbur (2016). To further alleviate the concern that the propensity to watch the focal 

brand’s ads in full could be endogenous (e.g., households who are more likely to complete/skip 

the focal brand’s ads are more/less likely to convert in the first place), we use the number of mere 

ad exposures (as opposed to the duration of ad viewership) as the causal variable when modeling 

households’ responses to TV ads. 

Table 3 presents summary statistics of ten variables derived from household TV viewing 

patterns in the month of January 2018, the first month of our study period. We will use these ten 

variables as covariates to capture potential household heterogeneity in how they respond to TV 

ads from the focal brand during the rest of the study period. 

Compared with the unconverted households, the converted households watched more TV 

on average in January 2018. In terms of show genres, the unconverted households watched 

relatively more sports and news programs, and the converted households watched relatively more 

documentaries and dramas. In terms of dayparts, the converted households watched relatively less 

TV during prime time and weekends and more TV during early morning and daytime. In January 

2018, the unconverted households had a slightly higher number of ad exposures per hour of TV 

viewing than the converted households.  
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MODEL 

To quantify the impact of TV ads on conversion, we adopt a discrete-time survival model that 

consists of two components.2 The first component posits that a household belongs to one of two 

latent classes: those who are in the market for the focal product category vs. those who are not. If 

a household belongs to the “not-in-the-market” class, its probability of conversion will always be 

zero, no matter how many times it has been exposed to the focal brand’s ads; otherwise, the 

household has a non-zero probability of conversion. We argue that, given our empirical context, it 

is reasonable to assume that there exists a substantial subpopulation with zero conversion 

probability because our focal product category is considered niche and not suitable for everyone.  

 Note that the “in-the-market” and “not-in-the-market” classes are latent in the sense that 

for households who do not convert during the study period, we as analysts do not know whether 

the lack of conversion is because they belong to the “not-in-the-market” class or because they have 

by chance not converted yet, even though they are in the market for the focal product category and 

have a non-zero probability of conversion. The relative prevalence of these two latent classes 

among the panel households can only be inferred statistically from the observed data. The ex-ante 

probability of a household belonging to the “in-the-market” class is modeled through the first 

component of our modeling framework (hereinafter referred to as the in-market component).  

Conditional on a household belonging to the “in-the-market” class, its probability of 

conversion is assumed to be influenced by the focal brand’s TV ads according to the second 

component of our modeling framework (hereinafter referred to as the response component), which 

models the probability of a household converting on any given day conditional on it being in the 

market and having not converted yet. 

2 The modeling framework is often referred to as the "long-term survival model" or "cure model" in the medical 
literature. A detailed explanation of the model specification and estimation is provided by Steel (2003). 
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The In-Market Component  

 Let 𝛿𝛿i equal 1 when household i belongs to the “in-the-market” class and 0 otherwise. The 

probability of household i being in the market for the focal product category is formalized as: 

(1) Prob(δi = 1) = 1 − Prob(δi = 0) = 1
1+e−πi

 

(2) πi =  μ +  ∑τu ∗ Wiu,  

where τu captures how a household’s ex ante probability of being in the market deviates from the 

baseline μ as a function of Wiu, the u-th observed covariate characterizing household i. For the 

Wiu’s, one can include any number of available household profiling variables. Due to growing 

privacy concerns and quality issues associated with third-party audience profile data (Neumann, 

Tucker, and Whitfield 2019), in our empirical application, we illustrate that variables derived from 

just one month of TV viewing history can prove effective in capturing household heterogeneity in 

their responses to TV ads. Specifically, for the Wiu’s, we use the ten household TV viewing profile 

variables whose summary statistics are reported in Table 3. We normalize all ten variables so that 

they have a median of zero and a standard deviation of one.3  

The Response Component 

Let R(it) indicate whether household i converts on day t (R(it)=1) or not (R(it)=0). If 

household i is not in the market (i.e., δi = 0), the hazard rate h1it will always be zero, i.e., 

(3) h1it = Prob(R(it) = 1|R(ik) = 0 for k < t, δi = 0) = 0. 

Conditional on household i being in the market (i.e., δi = 1), the hazard rate h1it is specified as: 

(4) h1it = Prob(R(it) = 1|R(ik) = 0 for k < t, δi = 1) = 1
1+e−λit

 

3 We de-median all these variables (as opposed to de-mean) because many are heavily right skewed.  
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(5) λit = α + (β1f + ϕ1i) ∗ Adexpof,i,t + (β2f + ϕ2i) ∗ ∑ Adexpof,i,t−j30
j=1 + β1c ∗

Adexpoc,i,t + β2c ∗ ∑ Adexpoc,i,t−j
30
j=1 + Xit 

(6) ϕ1i = ∑ρ1u ∗ Wiu 

(7) ϕ2i = ∑ρ2u ∗ Wiu  

where Adexpof,i,t and Adexpoc,i,t denote, respectively, the number of household i’s ad exposures 

from focal brand f and competitor brand c on day t; Wiu, the same as in Equation 2, denotes the u-

th TV viewing profile variable of household i; Xit  denotes a linear function of all the control 

variables, which we enumerate subsequently as we address endogeneity concerns. 

In Equation 5, α  captures the baseline hazard rate; β1f , β2f , β1c , and β2c  capture the 

baseline same-day effects and 30-day carryover effects of TV ad exposures from focal brand f and 

competitor brand c; ϕ1i and ϕ2i capture household i’s deviation from the baseline effects of the 

focal brand’s TV ads. We model ϕ1i and ϕ2i as a linear function of the Wiu’s; ρ1u and ρ2u thus 

capture how households of different TV viewing profiles tend to respond to the focal brand’s TV 

ads differently.  

To capture carryover effects on top of the same-day effects, Equation 5 includes 

∑ Adexpof,i,t−j30
j=1  and ∑ Adexpoc,i,t−j

30
j=1 , the sums of ad exposures from the focal brand and the 

competitor brand over the prior 30 days, respectively. As alternative specifications, we could use 

a more traditional adstock formulation by allowing exponential decay in carryover effects, or use 

a time window that is different from 30 days. In our empirical application, we tested those 

alternative specifications. Our findings are robust to the alternative specifications and the 

specification used in Equation 5 performs the best in terms of AIC and BIC. 

Taking the above together, for household i who converts on day t during the study period, 

we can formalize its likelihood contribution as:  
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(8) ℒi(R(it) = 1) =  1
1+e−πi

∗ ∏ �1 − 1
1+e−λin

�t−1
n=1 ∗ 1

1+e−λit
 . 

For household i who remains unconverted on the last day of the study period, T, its likelihood 

contribution can be formalized as: 

(9) ℒi(R(iT) = 0) =  1
1+e−πi

∗ ∏ �1 − 1
1+e−λin

�T
n=1 + �1 − 1

1+e−πi
�. 

Endogeneity Threats and Controls 

We identify four main endogeneity threats that could bias estimates of the focal brand’s 

TV ad effects: 1) targeted ad buys, 2) ad avoidance, 3) activity bias, and 4) seasonality, trend and 

other marketing activities. We explain below how each of the four threats could be alleviated 

through a set of control variables. 

Targeted Ad Buys 

Most linear TV advertisers intend to target shows whose viewers they believe are most 

likely to respond favorably to their messages. Such targeted ad buys can create spurious positive 

correlation: viewers who are intrinsically more likely to convert are exposed to more of the focal 

advertiser’s ads because the shows they are more likely to watch are targeted by the focal advertiser. 

If not accounted for properly, such positive spurious correlation inflates the estimated ad effects. 

To alleviate this endogeneity threat, we include “targeted program view duration” as a control 

variable in our model.  

We define a brand’s “targeted programs” as shows that have at least one ad insertion from 

the brand. The focal brand of our study did not conduct addressable linear TV advertising during 

the study period and most of their ad buys took place in the upfront market where TV advertisers 

commit their budgets months before their ads are actually aired. The focal brand also confirmed 

that, although they targeted shows based on show audience profiles, they did not target any specific 

parts of those shows. 
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Given the above institutional background, it would be reasonable to assume that for 

viewers who watch the same amount of the targeted programs, regardless of when they tune in or 

tune out during the airing of those shows, their chance of being exposed to the focal brand’s ads 

should be largely equal because the focal brand did not target any specific parts of the targeted 

programs and thus the propensity of ad exposure should be highly correlated with the amount of 

targeted program viewership. 

To operationalize the amount of targeted program viewership, we use two variables, 

Pgviewf,i,t and Pgviewc,i,t, denoting the number of minutes household i tunes into shows targeted 

by respectively the focal brand and the competitor brand on day t. We argue that Pgviewf,i,t and 

Pgviewc,i,t can serve as proxies for the degrees to which household i is in effect targeted by the 

focal brand and the competitor brand on day t, and that Pgviewf,i,t and Pgviewc,i,t should be highly 

correlated with respectively Adexpof,i,t and Adexpoc,i,t, the number of household i’s exposures to 

ads from the focal brand and the competitor brand on day t. As a result, we argue Pgviewf,i,t and 

Pgviewc,i,t can serve as strong controls for the endogeneity concern caused by targeted ad buys. 

To further illustrate the intuition behind this identification strategy, consider a simple 

thought experiment. Assume brand K has an ad insertion in the first half of a 30-minute show and 

two identical households, A and B, happen to watch the first and the last 15 minutes of the show, 

respectively. These two households are equally targeted by brand K since both watch the same 

amount of the show. However, due to the random variation in the parts of the show each household 

watches, only household A is exposed to brand K’s ad. This difference in realized ad exposure, 

despite the same amount of targeted program viewership, provides the source of exogenous 

variation needed for identifying the effects of the ad exposure. In a nutshell, we are arguing that, 
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conditional on targeted program viewership duration, variation in actual ad exposure should be 

largely random.  

In practice, Pgviewf,i,t  and Pgviewc,i,t  could in fact prove to be “too strong” a control 

because their correlation with Adexpof,i,t and Adexpoc,i,t could be so high that it would result in 

collinearity and thus unstable coefficient estimates. Fortunately, thanks to the statistical power of 

our data and enough orthogonality between the causal variables in our model (i.e., Adexpof,i,t, 

∑ Adexpof,i,t−j30
j=1 , Adexpoc,i,t , and ∑ Adexpoc,i,t−j

30
j=1 ) and their corresponding controls for 

targeted ad buys (i.e., Pgviewf,i,t, ∑ Pgviewf,i,t−j
30
j=1 , Pgviewc,i,t, and ∑ Pgviewc,i,t−j

30
j=1 ), we are 

able to obtain stable coefficient estimates in our empirical application, despite the correlation being, 

respectively, 0.61, 0.77, 0.75, and 0.89. 

Ad Avoidance  

As shown by Deng and Mela (2018) and Tuchman, Nair, and Gardete (2018), TV viewers’ 

ad avoidance/consumption behavior towards the focal brand can be endogenous and informative 

of their purchase behavior. A positive linkage arises when viewers who are more likely to make a 

purchase are also less likely to skip ads in the first place, causing spurious correlation between ad 

viewership duration and purchase propensity. 

Given that 96.0% of our focal brand’s ad insertions are viewed in full and for practical 

considerations discussed previously, we elect not to model a TV viewer’s decisions to skip ads. 

Rather, we use the number of mere ad exposures, instead of the duration of ad viewership, as the 

causal variable when modeling households’ responses to the focal brand’s TV ads. The rationale 

behind focusing on mere ad exposure as opposed to ad viewership duration is that, while viewers 

can decide, after they are exposed to the focal brand’s ads, whether to watch those ads in full, they 
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do not decide ex ante whether to avoid being exposed to the focal brand’s ads in the first place 

because they cannot anticipate the exact timing of those ad insertions. 

That said, some linear TV viewers could be more prone to channel-switching during 

commercial breaks. These viewers would have a higher tendency to avoid ads in general (as 

opposed to just avoiding the focal brand’s ads). To mitigate the threat that households’ general ad 

avoidance propensity could cause spurious correlation between focal brand ad exposure and 

conversion, we include two control variables, Adexpog,i,t

Pgviewg,i,t
 and 

∑ Adexpog,i,t−j
30
j=1

∑ Pgviewg,i,t−j
30
j=1

, denoting the number 

of TV ad exposures per hour of TV viewing on day t and the prior 30 days, which should capture 

a household’s propensity to consume (and thus not avoid) TV ads in general.  

Activity Bias 

Activity bias poses another endogeneity threat as general TV viewing propensity could be 

correlated with both ad exposure and conversion propensity (Lewis et al. 2011). For example, 

households who watch more TV in general (and thus have more ad exposures) could have greater 

intrinsic affinity for the focal product category. Or, on days when a household watches more TV 

in general (and thus have more ad exposures), it may have more leisure time on hand and is thus 

more likely to register an online account with the focal brand. 

To alleviate the threat of activity bias, we include Pgviewg,i,t and ∑ Pgviewg,i,t−j
30
j=1 —the 

amount of general TV viewership by household i on day t and the prior 30 days—as additional 

control variables. General TV viewership refers to the viewing of any programs that are not 

targeted by either the focal brand or the competitor brand. We argue Pgviewg,i,t  and 

∑ Pgviewg,i,t−j
30
j=1  provide a direct measure of a panel household’s general TV viewing propensity 

and thus can serve as a strong control for potential activity bias. Such a “rich-data” approach to 
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identification is again made possible by the fact that we observe the complete TV viewing history 

of the panel households during the study period.  

Seasonality, Trend and Other Marketing Activities 

A brand’s TV advertising can be tied to seasonality and trend in category demand and 

coordinated with other marketing efforts, all of which can influence purchase decisions. To 

alleviate this endogeneity threat, we include day-of-week and month-of-study-period fixed effects 

as controls, collectively denoted as Zt. Admittedly, Zt only provides a partial control for time-

variant, household-invariant factors that can influence both the focal brand’s TV advertising and 

conversion. Furthermore, the focal brand ran other customer acquisition campaigns during the 

study period and, like exposure to the brand’s TV ads, exposure to non-TV marketing touchpoints 

varied by time and household. Unfortunately we do not have access to such data. 

Nevertheless, we argue, confounds caused by such unobservables should not pose a major 

endogeneity threat in our study. The rationale is that, for such unobservables to bias our effect 

estimates they must first be correlated with the main causal variables, Adexpof,i,t  and 

∑ Adexpof,i,t−j30
j=1 . Based on our conversation with the focal brand, during the study period, they 

did not know whether a particular household was exposed to their TV ads and thus their non-TV 

marketing touchpoints were not conditioned on TV ad exposure and vice versa. That said, 

household TV ad exposure could still be correlated cross-sectionally and temporally with non-TV 

touchpoints to the extent TV and non-TV marketing efforts were coordinated in timing and 

aggregate audience profiles. Fortunately, the inclusion of Pgviewf,i,t  and ∑ Pgviewf,i,t−j
30
j=1  as 

controls, which vary by household and day, should mitigate the potential for such confounds 

because, although the focal brand could strategically choose the shows in which its ads were aired, 

it could not decide which viewers of those shows were exposed to their ads and which were not. 
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In other words, although non-TV touchpoints (or other seasonal and trend factors) might well be 

correlated with Pgviewf,i,t and ∑ Pgviewf,i,t−j
30
j=1 , they should be uncorrelated with Adexpof,i,t and 

∑ Adexpof,i,t−j30
j=1  conditional on Pgviewf,i,t and ∑ Pgviewf,i,t−j

30
j=1 . 

In summary, Xit in Equation 5 denotes all the control variables that are included in our 

model to alleviate endogeneity threats: 

(10) Xit = γ1f ∗ Pgviewf,i,t + γ2f ∗ ∑ Pgviewf,i,t−j
30
j=1 + γ1c ∗ Pgviewc,i,t + γ2c ∗

∑ Pgviewc,i,t−j
30
j=1 + θ1 ∗

Adexpog,i,t

Pgviewg,i,t
+ θ2 ∗

∑ Adexpog,i,t−j
30
j=1

∑ Pgviewg,i,t−j
30
j=1

+  θ3 ∗ Pgviewg,i,t + θ4 ∗

∑ Pgviewg,i,t−j
30
j=1 + Zt.  

It is worth reiterating that, with our approach to addressing endogeneity threats, the most 

critical assumption for identification lies in that, conditional on Pgviewf,i,t and ∑ Pgviewf,i,t−j
30
j=1  

(i.e., household i’s duration of viewing programs targeted by the focal brand), variation in 

Adexpof,i,t  and ∑ Adexpof,i,t−j30
j=1  (i.e., household i’s number of mere exposures to the focal 

brand’s ads) should be largely random, especially as we also include as controls Adexpog,i,t

Pgviewg,i,t
, 

∑ Adexpog,i,t−j
30
j=1

∑ Pgviewg,i,t−j
30
j=1

, Pgviewg,i,t and ∑ Pgviewg,i,t−j
30
j=1  (i.e., household i’s general ad and TV viewing 

propensities that could influence its exposure to the focal brand’s TV ads).  

We acknowledge that, with any observational data-based ad response modeling, there 

could always be confounds that cannot be fully ruled out. Thanks to the granularity (second by 

second complete TV viewing history) and size (nearly three-quarter million panel households over 

15 months) of our data, we are in a position to include strong time-and-household-variant control 

variables that are highly correlated with our key causal variables but still have the statistical power 

to obtain stable effect estimates. Finally, our control variable-based approach to identification 
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should prove readily implementable by TV advertisers who increasingly have access to data such 

as those used in our study. 

 

MODEL ESTIMATES 

This section reports the results from fitting the proposed ad response model to our data.4  

Goodness of Fit 

 Two benchmark models are considered. The first assumes that all households are in the 

market for the focal product category (i.e., without the latent-class in-market component of the 

proposed model) and there is no heterogeneity in terms of household responsiveness to the focal 

brand’s TV ads. The second benchmark model still assumes that every household is in the market 

for the focal product category but allows heterogeneity in their responsiveness to the focal brand’s 

TV ads. In contrast, our proposed model empirically determines how large a percentage of the 

panel households are not in the market for the focal product category (and thus have zero 

probability of conversion regardless of the number of focal brand ad exposures) and how much 

households differ in the influence of the focal brand’s TV ads on their probability of conversion, 

conditional on being in the focal market. Table 4 presents the AICs and BICs of the three 

alternative model specifications, suggesting that the proposed model captures the underlying data 

generating process the best.  

Estimates of the In-Market Component 

The in-market component models a household’s probability of being in the focal market as 

a function of the ten household TV viewing profile variables calculated based on data from the 

first month of our study period (January 2018). All the model parameters are then calibrated using 

4 Our model, a latent-class, discrete-time survival model, is estimated using the EM algorithm, a detailed 
explanation of which can be found in Steele (2003). 
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data from the remaining 14 months (February 2018 thru March 2019). As reported in Table 5, all 

ten TV viewing profile variables are significant (p < 0.01) in predicting the probability of a 

household being in the focal market (hereinafter referred to as “in-marketness”). Households with 

higher in-marketness tend to be those who spend a larger portion of TV viewing time during early 

morning (6am to 10am) and daytime hours (10am to 4:30pm), and spend more of their TV viewing 

time on documentaries and dramas. In contrast, households who a) watch more TV, b) spend more 

of their TV viewing time during prime time (8pm to 11pm) and weekends, c) on sports and news 

programs, or d) are exposed to more ads per hour of TV viewing, tend to be less likely to be in the 

focal market. 

Collectively, these significant parameter estimates show that one can use variables 

constructed from just one month of TV viewing history to target households with high in-

marketness and avoid those who are likely to have zero conversion probability because they are 

not in the focal market. This finding also suggests that, in practice, TV advertisers can potentially 

rely less on third-party audience profile data for identifying viewers who are in the market for the 

advertised products and services and leverage more of TV viewing history data, which may be 

considered less intrusive in privacy, more reliable in accuracy and availability, and easier to update.  

Estimates of the Response Component 

Conditional on a household being in the focal market and having not converted yet, the 

response component models the household’s probability of conversion on a given day as a function 

of ad exposures from the focal brand and the competitor brand, along with the control variables 

included for mitigating endogeneity threats. Table 6 presents the estimated effects of TV ad 

exposures on conversion probability (i.e., the β’s in Equation 5), conditional on being in the focal 

market and the ten TV viewing profile variables at the median. Table 7 presents how the TV 
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viewing profile variables moderate the effects of ad exposures (i.e., the ρ’s in Equations 6 and 7), 

thereby capturing household heterogeneity in ad responsiveness conditional on being in the focal 

market. Table 8 reports the coefficient estimates for the control variables in Equation 10. 

From Table 6, we see that ad exposures from the focal brand have positive and significant 

(p < 0.01) same-day effect (β1f = 0.139) and carryover effect (β2f = 0.006). Note that the carryover 

effect coefficient captures the average daily impact of an ad exposure on conversion hazard over 

the 30 days after the ad was aired. In other words, the cumulative carryover effect, accrued over 

the 30-day post-ad airing period, is, roughly speaking, β2f × 30 = 0.180, which is about 1.3 times 

the size of β1f (0.139). Put differently, 43.5% (= 0.139 / (0.139 + 0.180)) of the total lift of an ad 

exposure on conversion hazard comes from the day of ad airing, while the remaining 56.5% of its 

impact comes from the 30-day post-ad airing period. This finding suggests that advertisers should 

not rely solely on immediate/same-day post-ad responses when assessing the efficacy of TV 

advertising; rather, they should allow the effects to accrue for at least one month. Otherwise, they 

risk a substantial underestimation of the cumulative impact of their TV ads. 

We also see positive spillover from the top competitor’s TV ads. Although the same-day 

competitive spillover (β1c = 0.009) is insignificant, the 30-day carryover of competitive spillover 

(β2c = 0.0015) is significant (p < 0.01). The total impact of the competitor brand’s ads (β1c +

β2c × 30) is about 17% of the total impact of the focal brand’s own ads (β1f + β2f × 30). This 

finding suggests that there can be substantial positive spillover from competitors’ TV ads 

(probably because positive category expansion effects outweigh negative business stealing effects). 

Although such a strong positive competitive spillover may well be particular to our empirical 

context—a relatively low market penetration product category with a dominant competitor 
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brand—it does highlight the importance of accounting for competitive spillover, which is readily 

doable when complete household TV viewing data is available. 

Table 7 presents estimates of the coefficients that indicate how the household TV viewing 

profile variables moderate the same-day and carryover effects of the focal brand’s ads, thereby 

capturing household heterogeneity in ad responsiveness, conditional on being in the focal market. 

We see that households with different TV viewing profiles exhibit significant differences in same-

day ad responsiveness (as manifested in the significant estimates of ρ1’s in Equations 6) and 

carryover ad responsiveness (as manifested in the significant estimates of ρ2’s in Equations 7). For 

example, conditional on being in the focal market, households watching more TV in general or 

watching more TV on weekends (relative to weekdays) tend to be less responsive to the focal 

brand’s TV ads, both on the same day of ad airing and the 30 days afterwards. The opposite can 

be said of households who spend more of their TV viewing time on sports and news shows. 

Households who spend more of their TV viewing time on news shows or are exposed to more ads 

per hour of TV viewing tend to have higher same-day responsiveness to the focal brand’s TV ads. 

Households who spend more of their TV viewing time on documentary or daytime shows tend to 

be less responsive to the focal brand’s ads over the 30-day post-ad-exposure period. 

Recall that, besides capturing household heterogeneity in ad responsiveness conditional on 

being in the focal market, we also use the same set of TV viewing profile variables to capture 

household heterogeneity in the probability of being in the focal market (in-marketness for short). 

Comparing the coefficient estimates, i.e., the τ’s in Equation 2 vs. the ρ’s in Equations 6 and 7, 

we see that several profile variables have opposite signs. For example, households who spend more 

time watching documentaries or watching TV during daytime tend to have higher in-marketness 

but lower ad responsiveness. On the other hand, households who spend a larger portion of TV 
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viewing time on sports and news shows tend to have lower in-marketness but higher ad 

responsiveness. These findings suggest that a) household heterogeneity in TV viewing behavior is 

predictive of their heterogeneities in in-marketness and ad responsiveness, and b) household in-

marketness could be negatively correlated with ad responsiveness.  

 Table 8 reports the estimates of the key control variables in our model. Most importantly, 

we see that viewership duration of programs targeted by the focal brand and the competitor brand 

are indeed positively associated with conversion probability, indicating that ad buys of the focal 

brand and the competitor brand are in effect targeted towards viewers with a higher baseline 

likelihood of conversion. This also suggests that the targeted program viewership duration 

variables we have constructed exhibit both face and predictive validity as controls for targeted ad 

buys. We also see that the number of ad exposures per hour of TV viewing on the day of focal 

brand ad exposure is positively associated with baseline conversion probability, while the amount 

of TV viewing during prior 30 days is negatively associated with the likelihood of conversion. 

 

WHAT-IF ANALYSES 

Equipped with the calibrated ad response model, which is based on data from January 1, 2018 

through March 31, 2019 (with the first month for initializing prior ad exposures and calculating 

household TV viewing profile variables, and the remaining 14 months for parameter estimation), 

we conduct what-if analyses to illustrate how TV advertisers may apply our proposed modeling 

framework and their own data to address the core empirical question that has motivated our study. 

That is, what could be the potential lift in ad efficacy if TV advertisers were to shift some of their 

ad buys from traditional linear TV, which allows show-level targeting, to addressable linear TV, 

which allows household-level targeting? 
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In our what-if analyses, we use data from April 1, 2019, one day after the observation 

window used to calibrate our model. In order to zero in on the difference in incremental 

conversions that could result from different targeting capabilities (i.e., show-level vs. household-

level ad buys), we hold constant the total number of households who are exposed to the focal 

brand’s TV ads and limit each exposed household to one ad impression from the focal brand. These 

two constraints ensure the same ad reach and frequency across different targeting strategies. We 

further assume that all the panel households who watched TV on April 1, 2019 are available for 

targeted ad buys and all those who did not are unavailable. For now, these two assumptions allow 

us to ensure the same available ad inventory across different targeting strategies, thereby 

abstracting away from the reality that not all households are reachable by addressable TV and not 

all linear TV ad inventory is available for addressable TV. Finally, we abstract away from cost 

differentials between different targeting strategies and focus on the difference in incremental 

conversions that can result from different target selections. 

We compare two targeting strategies. The first is the actual strategy deployed by the focal 

brand on April 1, 2019, i.e., the shows targeted are the ones with actual ad insertions from the focal 

brand and the households reached are the ones with actual exposures to the focal brand’s TV ads. 

The second strategy is a counterfactual. Based on our calibrated model, we predict, for each panel 

household who had not converted by the end of March 31, 2019, how much its conversion 

probability on April 1, 2019 and the 30-day period afterwards would have increased if it had been 

exposed to one TV ad from the focal brand on April 1, 2019. Taking as given the actual show and 

ad viewing behavior of the panel households on April 1, 2019 and assuming that all the resulting 

ad insertion opportunities are available to the focal brand for addressable TV advertising, the 

second strategy targets the top N households in terms of model-predicted incremental conversion 
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probability, where N equals the total number of households the focal brand actually reached on 

April 1, 2019. In other words, the second strategy optimizes targeting decisions at the household 

level under the assumption that all the panel households who were exposed to at least one linear 

TV ad from any brand on April 1, 2019 were reachable by one addressable TV ad from the focal 

brand.5 This assumption of all the panel households who watch TV being available for addressable 

TV advertising allows us to assess the maximum lift addressable TV can achieve through its 

superior capability to target ads at the household level, as opposed to show level, like traditional 

TV does. We shall relax this all-households-being-available-for-addressable-TV assumption later 

to examine how the lift of addressable TV over traditional TV diminishes when the portion of 

households reachable by addressable TV decreases. 

Evaluating Targeting Strategies 

Before we assess the lift of the second targeting strategy (household-level targeting 

hereinafter) over the first targeting strategy (show-level targeting hereinafter) in incremental 

conversions attributable to TV advertising, we examine the realized target selections under each 

strategy. 

For each panel household, we calculate three scores: in-marketness, ad responsiveness 

conditional on being in the focal market, and incremental conversion that could result from one 

focal brand ad exposure on April 1, 2019. The in-marketness score is calculated as the posterior 

probability of belonging to the in-market latent class, given data observed through March 31, 2019. 

Conditional on being in the focal market, a household’s ad responsiveness score is determined by 

predicting how much its conversion probability on April 1, 2019 and the 30-day period afterwards 

5 We abstract away from the complexity that the optimal solution might involve targeting a household with multiple 
ad exposures. Instead, we restrict the number of ad exposure per targeted household to one.  
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would have increased if it had been exposed to one TV ad from the focal brand on April 1, 2019.6 

The incremental conversion score is the product of the in-marketness score and the ad 

responsiveness score. For a panel household that converted prior to April 1, 2019, its in-marketness 

score would be 1 and its ad responsiveness and incremental conversion scores would be 0. The in-

marketness, ad responsiveness, and incremental conversion scores can be calculated as follows: 

(11) In-marketness scorei =  
1

1+e−πi
∗∏ �1− 1

1+e−λin
�T

n=1

1
1+e−πi

∗∏ �1− 1

1+e−λin
�T

n=1 +�1− 1
1+e−πi

�
 

(12) Ad responsiveness scorei =  1 −∏ �1 − h1,i,T+j
1�30

j=1  −  �1 −∏ �1 − h1,i,T+j
0�30

j=1 � 

(13) Incremental conversion scorei = In-marketness scorei × Ad responsiveness scorei 

where h1,i,T+j
1  and h1,i,T+j

0  denote, respectively, household i’s conditional hazard rate of 

conversion on the j-th day after T (March 31, 2019) with one vs. zero ad exposure on April 1, 2019. 

Table 9 reports, among all the panel households who were exposed to at least one TV ad 

from any brands on April 1, 2019 (i.e., those who constitute the available ad inventory on that day), 

the averages and correlation of their in-marketness scores, ad responsiveness scores, incremental 

conversion scores, and exposures to ads of the focal brand and the competitor brand on April 1, 

2019. The average in-marketness score (42.8%) suggests that 42.8% of the ad inventory is from 

households who are in the focal market. The average ad responsiveness score (0.0041%) suggests 

that, on average, one thousand focal brand ad exposures to households who are in the focal market 

would generate 0.041 incremental conversions in total, on April 1, 2019 and over the 30-day period 

afterwards (resulting from an average of 1.5% increase in daily conversion hazard). The average 

incremental conversion score (0.0016%) suggests that one thousand focal brand ad exposures to a 

6 Since we did not impose any constraints on the moderating effects of TV viewing profile variables on ad 
responsiveness, our model predicts a small proportion (13.6%) of households with negative ad responsiveness 
scores. 
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random sample of panel households, regardless of whether they are in the focal market or not, 

would generate 0.016 incremental conversions in total, on April 1, 2019 and over the 30-day period 

afterwards. 

From Table 9 we see that household in-marketness scores are negatively associated with 

their ad responsiveness scores (correlation = -0.279, p < 0.01), suggesting that households who 

have a high (low) likelihood of being in the focal market tend to have a low (high) responsiveness 

to the focal brand’s TV ads. Furthermore, we see that incremental conversion scores tend to be 

driven more by ad responsiveness scores (correlation = 0.895, p < 0.01) than by in-marketness 

scores (correlation = 0.015, p < 0.01). This pattern of correlation among the three scores suggests 

that targeting households with high estimated in-marketness alone could actually backfire because 

these households could turn out to be unswayable by the focal brand’s TV ads anyway. What 

ultimately matters for TV advertisers is being able to reach households with a high potential for 

incremental conversion after an ad exposure, which requires both high in-marketness and high ad 

responsiveness. 

Our empirical case in point, where in-marketness is negatively correlated with ad 

responsiveness, which is more correlated with incremental conversion, highlights the potential 

suboptimality of targeting households based solely on their likelihood of being in the focal market, 

even though it is a strategy that appears commonsensical and is often taken for granted in practice. 

Indeed, from Table 9 we see that exposure to the focal brand’s TV ads is positively associated with 

a household’s in-marketness score (correlation = 0.045, p < 0.01) and negatively associated with 

its ad responsiveness score (correlation = -0.076, p < 0.01) and incremental conversion score 

(correlation = -0.064, p < 0.01). The same pattern is observed of the correlation between exposure 

to the competitor brand’s TV ads and the three dimensions of household heterogeneity (correlation 
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= 0.059, -0.088, and -0.070, respectively, p < 0.01). Not surprisingly, both brands appear to have 

targeted the same types of households with their traditional linear TV ads on April 1, 2019 

(correlation between exposures to ads of the two brands = 0.254, p < 0.01). 

Given the apparent suboptimality of the focal brand’s current show-level targeting strategy 

(as manifested in the negative correlation between household ad exposure and incremental 

conversion score), how much could addressable TV improve ad efficacy by targeting households 

who have the highest incremental conversion scores? Table 10 summarizes the comparison based 

on simulations using our ad response model. The current show-level targeting deployed by the 

focal brand delivered ad exposures to 17,345 panel households on April 1, 2019. According to our 

model, these ad exposures, 95% of which reaching unconverted households, would result in 

incremental conversions at an average rate of 0.010 per one thousand ad impressions. With 

household-level targeting enabled by addressable TV, the optimal strategy would select from the 

available ad inventory 17,345 unconverted households who have the highest incremental 

conversion scores. According to our model, such a targeting strategy would result in incremental 

conversions at an average rate of 0.052 per one thousand ad impressions, indicating a 420% lift 

over the efficacy of the current show-level targeting strategy. Of the 420% lift, 4.6 percentage 

points is due to being able to avoid delivering ads to households who are already converted, and 

the rest comes from being able to identify and reach individual households with both high in-

marketness and high ad responsiveness. 

Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to Addressability-Availability and Desired Level of Reach 

The above what-if analysis assumes that all the panel households who were exposed to at 

least one TV ad on April 1, 2019 could potentially be reached by ads from the focal brand via 

addressable TV, if so desired. Such an assumption of all-TV-households-being-available-for-
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addressable-TV is far from reality at the present time. In the U.S., for each hour of linear TV 

programming, only about two minutes (or four 30-second ad spots) are currently available for 

addressable TV advertising (Digiday 2018), out of a total of 32.7 30-second ad spots per hour 

(calculated based on our data). Assuming that only half of all TV households are equipped with 

addressable TV-enabled set-top box technologies, we guesstimate that about 6% (= 4/32.7*50%) 

of linear TV ad inventory is currently available for addressable TV advertising in the U.S. 

When only 6% of ad inventory is available for addressable TV (as opposed to 100%), how 

would the potential lift of addressable TV over traditional TV change? What happens when the ad 

inventory availability increases to 10%, 20%, 30%, …, as TV networks make increasingly larger 

shares of their ad inventories available for addressable TV advertising and more households adopt 

addressable TV-enabled set-top box technologies? To answer these questions, we extend the 

previous what-if analysis by varying the percentage of households in our panel that can potentially 

be reached by addressable TV ads from the focal brand. 

Furthermore, we realize that ad inventory availability can affect the efficacy of addressable 

TV differently depending on the desired level of reach. Intuitively, when the focal advertiser needs 

to reach a larger (smaller) portion of the population, the ad inventory availability constraint of 

addressable TV can be more (less) limiting. Consequently, besides varying the percentage of 

households in our panel that can be reached by addressable TV ads from the focal brand, we also 

vary the desired level of reach by the focal brand in the what-if analyses reported below. 

Specifically, we simulate different levels of availability of addressable TV ad inventory 

(hereinafter referred to as addressability-availability) as follows. First, we identify all the panel 

households who were exposed to at least one ad (from any brands) on April 1, 2019, which 

constitutes the maximum available ad inventory (to simulate the scenario when addressability-
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availability reaches 100%). Next, we randomly sample s% of the households from the maximum 

available ad inventory (to simulate when addressability-availability equals s%) and target 17,345 

unconverted households from that sample who have the highest incremental conversion scores 

with an ad from the focal brand (17,345 is the focal brand’s actual level of reach on April 1, 2019). 

We vary s from 5 through 100 and for each level of s we draw ten random samples from the 

maximum available ad inventory. 

Figure 2 visualizes the relationship between addressability-availability and the average 

number of model-predicted incremental conversions per one thousand ad impressions, based on 

the ten random samples drawn for each level of addressability-availability. We see that, when 

addressability-availability is equal to 6% (i.e., our guesstimated level of linear TV ad inventory 

that is currently available for addressable TV advertising in the U.S.), the optimal household-level 

targeting strategy can result in an average of 0.021 incremental conversions per thousand ad 

impressions, which represents a 110% lift over the efficacy of the focal brand’s current show-level 

targeting strategy—0.010 incremental conversions per thousand ad impressions. Intuitively, when 

addressability-availability increases, the efficacy of household-level targeting increases because 

the advertiser can select targets from an increasingly larger pool of households. We see that the 

marginal benefit from having a larger addressable TV ad inventory diminishes as addressability-

availability increases. The maximum efficacy, 0.052 incremental conversions per thousand ad 

impressions, is reached when the focal brand can select targets for ad insertion from the full linear 

TV ad inventory, which represents a lift of 148% (= 0.052/0.021 – 1) over the efficacy achieved 

when only 6% of ad inventory is available for addressable TV ads. 

A key takeaway from Figure 2 is that the efficacy of addressable TV advertising could vary 

substantially depending on the inventory available. At the current level of availability (about 6% 
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by our guesstimate), for our focal brand, the lift in ad efficacy of addressable TV over traditional 

TV is much more muted (110%) than what it could be (420%) if the full linear TV ad inventory 

were available for household-level targeting. To achieve a higher lift in ad efficacy at the current 

level of addressability-availability, the focal brand can lower the desired level of reach. For 

example, on April 1, 2019, the focal brand reached 17,345 of the 731,393 households in our panel, 

or about 2.4 Gross Rating Points (GRPs). How much higher would the lift be if the focal brand 

limited ad buys to 1.2 GRPs, i.e., 50% of the current level of reach? What would happen if the 

focal brand limited ad buys to 0.24 GRPs or 10% of the current level of reach? 

Table 11 reports our model-predicted potential lift in ad efficacy of household-level 

targeting over the focal brand’s current show-level targeting strategy under nine different scenarios: 

three levels of reach (2.4, 1.2, and 0.24 GRPs) by three levels of addressability-availability (100%, 

50%, and 6%). We see that when addressability-availability is 6% and the focal brand lowers 

desired level of reach by half (i.e., reducing ad buys from 2.4 to 1.2 GRPs), the lift would go from 

110% to 200%, which could go even higher (370%) if the focal brand were to lower the level of 

reach by 90% (i.e., reducing ad buys from 2.4 to 0.24 GRPs). This is intuitive: as the desired level 

of reach decreases, the focal brand can concentrate addressable TV ad buys on a smaller set of 

households who rank even higher in incremental conversion scores. When the lowest level of reach 

(0.24 GRPs) is combined with the highest level of addressability-availability (100%), the potential 

lift in ad efficacy of addressable TV can be as high as 720% (i.e., 0.082 incremental conversions 

per thousand ad impressions vs. 0.010 with the focal brand’s current show-level targeting).  

Last but not least, Table 11 also shows that the larger the available inventory for 

addressable TV ads, the less decline in ad efficacy the focal brand will have to endure when it 

needs to increase reach. For example, when addressability-availability is 6% and the desired reach 
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increases from 50% to 100% of the current reach, the efficacy of addressable TV would decrease 

by 30% (i.e., from 0.030 to 0.021 incremental conversions per thousand ad impressions); in 

contrast, when addressability-availability is 50%, the same increase in desired reach could only 

reduce the efficacy of addressable TV by 13% (i.e., from 0.052 to 0.045 incremental conversions 

per thousand ad impressions). 

In summary, the above what-if analyses illustrate 1) how addressable TV advertisers can 

quantify the tradeoff between the desired level of reach, as measured by the percentage of TV 

households receiving an ad impression, and the desired level of efficacy, as measured by the 

number of incremental conversions per one thousand ad impressions; and 2) how the reach vs. 

efficacy tradeoff can be less stark as addressable TV ad inventory increases. 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This section summarizes our main findings, discusses their generalizability, and lists some of the 

implications and directions for future research. The following are what we see as the key takeaways 

based on the empirical results: 

• Less than half of the incremental conversions attributable to an TV ad exposure occur on the 
day of ad airing, highlighting the need to go beyond immediate/same-day response metrics in 
assessing the efficacy of TV advertising, be it traditional or addressable. 
 

• Exposures to TV ads from competing brands can be correlated and there can be substantial 
positive cross effects, highlighting the need to account for competitive spillover in TV ad 
response modeling, especially when the focal brand is a follower in the focal market. 
 

• Households can differ substantially in in-marketness and ad responsiveness. These two 
dimensions of heterogeneity can be negatively correlated, highlighting potential suboptimality 
when TV advertisers target viewers based solely on their likelihood of being in the focal market, 
because high in-marketness viewers may turn out to be less swayable by the focal brand’s TV 
ads anyway.  
 

• Variables derived from one month of TV viewing history can be predictive of a household’s 
in-marketness and ad responsiveness, highlighting the potential of using historical TV viewing 
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data for targeting purposes, which, compared with other third-party audience profiling data, 
can be less intrusive in privacy, more reliable in quality, and easier to update. 
 

• There can be a substantial lift to the efficacy of TV advertising when traditional TV advertisers 
switch some of their ad buys to addressable TV and target households with the highest 
incremental conversion potentials. This lift in ad efficacy due to superior targeting capability 
gets amplified when a larger portion of linear TV ad inventory becomes addressable or 
addressable TV is deployed at a lower level of reach.  
 

Generalizability 

Compared with prior studies that have examined household-level TV viewing and response 

data, which most often involve CPG brands, our focal brand is a non-household name online 

vendor of personal financial information and services. Moreover, instead of modeling frequent 

repeat purchases like in most prior studies, our study models one-off conversion behavior with a 

very low hazard rate on any given day. Such an empirical setting obviously limits the 

generalizability of the particulars of our empirical results (e.g., the potential lift in ad efficacy when 

switching from traditional to addressable TV, or the sign and magnitude of correlation between in-

marketness and ad responsiveness). That having been said, we see the following aspects of our 

study as potentially generalizable to broader contexts:  

• Our proposed framework for modeling household-level responses to TV ads should be 
readily adaptable to other product categories or brands, with potentially different response 
measures (e.g., purchases, website visits), patterns of carryover effects (e.g., exponential 
decay), or observed household characteristics that capture heterogeneity in in-marketness and 
ad responsiveness (e.g., other first- or third-party audience profiling data).  
 

• Our identification strategy—using variables derived from second-by-second TV viewing 
data to serve as strong controls for potentially correlated unobservables such as targeted ad 
buys, ad avoidance, activity bias, other marketing touchpoints—should prove applicable 
whenever TV ads are targeted at the show level during the study period. The most important 
assumption for identification, which we argue is valid in our study, is that, conditional on the 
same duration of watching the shows targeted by the focal brand, variation in exposure to the 
focal brand’s TV ads should be largely random. Also, because a household’s tendency to avoid 
or consume TV ads in general is observable from their TV and ad viewing history, it is thus 
directly controllable. Finally, the use of mere ad exposure as the causal variable, as opposed to 
the duration of ad viewership, alleviates the concern that the latter can be endogenous.  
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• Our design of what-if analyses illustrates how TV advertisers may use the calibrated ad 
response model to score households in predicted in-marketness, ad responsiveness, and 
incremental responses and compare existing show-level targeting strategies with alternative 
household-level targeting strategies, which would allow them to estimate the potential lift in 
ad efficacy if they are to switch some of their ad buys from traditional to addressable TV, under 
various of scenarios of inventory availability and desired level of reach. 
 

Managerial Implications 

For the practice of TV advertising, we see the following key implications from our study: 

• Leveraging the power of modern-day single source data. By working with vendors such as 
LG Ads and merging first-party customer transaction/interaction data with household-level TV 
viewing data, advertisers can track the TV ad exposure and response behavior for a panel of 
millions of households, which would provide the statistical power needed in pinning down 
causal effects that are economically significant but can be difficult to quantify otherwise. 
 

• Leveraging traditional TV ad buys as quasi-natural experiments. By running traditional 
TV ad campaigns (e.g., selecting shows for upfront ad buys), advertisers are conducting de 
facto quasi-natural experiments at the household level because mere ad exposures, conditional 
on targeted show viewership duration, are largely random, creating exogenous variations 
needed for drawing causal inferences from observed household TV viewing and response data. 
Such an identification strategy could prove more cost effective and easier to implement in 
practice than randomized controlled trials with TV ad impressions.  
 

• Leveraging TV viewing data to capture cross-sectional heterogeneity in ad effects and 
identify targets with the highest incremental responses to TV ads. Instead of relying on 
third-party vendors for audience profiling data, which can be more privacy intrusive and less 
reliable in quality, advertisers can consider targeting their addressable TV ad buys based on 
household TV viewing profiles (e.g., the amount of time spent on watching different types of 
shows during different dayparts, the propensity to consume ads from the focal category). 
Moreover, advertisers should not select targets based solely on their likelihood of being in the 
focal market, which can be uncorrelated or even negatively correlated with their 
responsiveness to the focal brand’s TV ads. Rather, advertisers should target households with 
both high in-marketness and high ad responsiveness. 
 

• Leveraging addressable TV as a complement to traditional TV. Advertisers who may balk 
at the cost premium of addressable TV ads need to first assess, using their own data, the 
potential lift in ad efficacy that addressable TV can have over traditional TV thanks to its 
superior targeting capabilities. Furthermore, addressable TV advertisers need to realize that the 
lift in ad efficacy can vary substantially as an increasing function of the inventory available for 
addressable TV ads and a decreasing function of the desired level of reach. In other words, 
even when faced with a limited ad inventory and high cost premium, advertisers do not 
necessarily have to exclude addressable TV as a viable option; rather, they may consider 
trading off the desired level of ad reach for the desired level of lift in ad efficacy and leverage 
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addressable TV as a high-ROAS niche medium, complementing mass-reach but less targeted 
traditional TV. 
 

Future Research 

We see the following directions as promising for further exploration in the area of 

addressable linear TV, as it continues to grow in prominanece as an advertising medium: 

• Extend our ad response model to other product categories and response measures. 
 

• Extend our ad response model to quantify the effects of TV ads on not only customer 
acquisition, which is a one-off event, but also customer development and retention (e.g., post-
acquisition repeated purchases and attrition). This would allow brands to deploy addressable 
TV ads throughout the customer lifecycle with different targeting strategies depending on 
whether a viewer is a prospect, a first-time buyer, an early repeat purchaser, a loyal customer, 
a lapsed customer, or a former customer. This would also allow TV advertisers to optimize 
their ad buys dynamically within the same target household, optimizing the frequency and 
timing of ad exposures over time in order to maximize the lift in customer lifetime value.  
 

• Benchmark the relative usefulness of different data sources in identifying targets with the 
highest incremental response potentials (e.g., TV viewing history vs. first-party transaction 
history vs. third-party audience profiles), which would allow advertisers to better ascertain the 
costs and benefits of relying on different data sources for targeting decisions. 

 
• Account for how different ad creatives may differ in effectiveness for different households, 

which would allow addressable TV advertisers to not only select targets for ad impression but 
also match the ad creatives with the targets. 
 

• Include other marketing touchpoints as additional causal variables to allow for potential 
interactions with TV ad exposures (e.g., synchronized linear TV ad airings and paid search and 
display ads). 

 
• Extend our ad response model and what-if analysis design into a decision support system that 

can help advertisers a) optimize the allocation of ad buys between traditional and addressable 
TV and b) optimize the targeting strategies for addressable as well as traditional TV.  
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Table 1: Panel Household TV Viewing During Study Period 

  All Converted Unconverted 

# of Households 731,393 
(100%) 

29,956  
(4.1%) 

701,437  
(95.9%) 

Daily TV Viewing Time (Minutes) 
Mean 244.3 265.2 243.4 

Standard Deviation 189.4 192.7 189.2 
Median 204.1 224.6 203.1 

Daily Viewing Time of Programs Targeted by the Focal Brand (Minutes) 
Mean 7.5 8.7 7.4 

Standard Deviation 8.9 9.8 8.8 
Median 4.6 5.8 4.6 

Daily Viewing Time of Programs Targeted by the Competitor Brand (Minutes) 
Mean 23.8 30.0 23.5 

Standard Deviation 30.9 35.2 30.7 
Median 12.9 18.9 12.7 

 

Table 2: Household Ad Exposures 

  All Converted Unconverted 
# of Daily Focal Brand Ad Exposures 

Mean 0.049 0.061 0.048 
Standard Deviation 0.069 0.080 0.068 

Median 0.024 0.037 0.024 
# of Daily Competitor Brand Ad Exposures 

Mean 0.267 0.356 0.263 
Standard Deviation 0.394 0.471 0.390 

Median 0.130 0.209 0.125 
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Table 3: Household TV Viewing Profiles in January 2018 
 

 Converted Unconverted Difference T-Value 

Daily TV Viewing Time (Seconds) 15,930 15,212 717 8.2 
Sports Viewing 8.29% 9.61% -1.32% -16.7 
News Viewing 13.57% 14.57% -0.99% -10.5 

Documentary Viewing 6.03% 5.27% 0.76% 13.7 
Drama Viewing 11.27% 10.56% 0.71% 9.4 

Early Morning Viewing 9.57% 8.90% 0.68% 11.5 
Day Time Viewing 15.54% 14.10% 1.45% 19.5 

Prime Time Viewing 35.04% 37.02% -1.97% -19.1 
Weekend Viewing 26.69% 27.95% -1.26% -13.8 

# of Ad Exposures per Hour of TV Viewing 26.70 26.88 -0.18 -2.3 
 

 
Table 4: Model Comparison 

  Benchmark 1 Benchmark 2 Proposed Model 
AIC 545,566 545,527 544,824 
BIC 545,934 546,125 545,549 

Notes: Benchmark 1 is the model with neither the latent class component 
nor ad responsiveness heterogeneity. Benchmark 2 is the model without the 
latent class component but with ad responsiveness heterogeneity.  

 
 

Table 5: Estimates of the In-Market Component 

Variable Estimate T-Value Significance 
Intercept -0.297 -1.054 . 

Daily TV Viewing Time -0.069 -3.810 *** 
% Sports Viewing -0.084 -5.980 *** 
% News Viewing -0.086 -5.367 *** 

% Documentary Viewing 0.102 5.289 *** 
% Drama Viewing 0.096 5.384 *** 

% Early Morning Viewing 0.066 3.600 *** 
% Day Time Viewing 0.114 4.803 *** 

% Prime Time Viewing -0.112 -5.898 *** 
% Weekend Viewing -0.058 -4.145 *** 

# of Ad Exposures Per Hour of TV Viewing -0.083 -4.906 *** 
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Table 6: Estimates of the Response Component: Average Ad Responsiveness 

Variable Parameter Estimate T-Value Significance 
Intercept α -8.151 -49.31 *** 

Same-Day Focal Brand Ad Exposures β_1f 0.139 6.63 *** 
Past 30-Day Focal Brand Ad Exposures β_2f 0.006 2.64 ** 

Same-Day Competitor Brand Ad Exposures β_1c 0.009 1.35  

Past 30-Day Competitor Brand Ad Exposures β_2c 0.002 3.26 *** 
 
 

Table 7: Estimates of the Response Component: Heterogeneity in Ad Responsiveness 

 
 

Table 8: Estimates of the Control Variables 

 
  

 Same-Day Response (ρ1) 30-Day Carryover Response (ρ2) 
Variable Estimate T-Value Significance Estimate T-Value Significance 

Daily TV Viewing Time -0.043 -3.812 *** -0.012 -1.084  
% Sports Viewing 0.019 1.202  0.071 3.659 *** 
% News Viewing 0.031 2.213 ** 0.021 1.272  

% Documentary Viewing 0.002 0.192  -0.049 -4.147 *** 
% Drama Viewing 0.012 1.008  0.003 0.254  

% Early Morning Viewing -0.018 -1.019  -0.019 -0.996  
% Day Time Viewing 0.003 0.178  -0.045 -2.614 ** 

% Prime Time Viewing -0.004 -0.207  -0.034 -1.796 . 
% Weekend Viewing -0.011 -0.640  -0.028 -1.387  

# of Ad Exposures Per Hour of 
TV Viewing 0.051 3.750 *** -0.005 -0.286  

Variable Parameter Estimate T-Value Significance 

Same-Day Focal Brand Targeted Show Viewing (Hour) γ_1f 0.1045 4.00 *** 
Past 30-Day Focal Brand Targeted Show Viewing (Hour) γ_2f 0.0163 1.74 . 

Same-Day Competitor Targeted Show Viewing (Hour) γ_1c 0.0351 1.78 . 
Past 30-Day Competitor Targeted Show Viewing (Hour) γ_2c 0.1387 15.29 *** 
Same-Day # of Ad Exposures Per Hour of TV Viewing  θ_1 0.0185 2.68 ** 

Past 30-Day # of Ad Exposures Per Hour of TV Viewing θ_2 -0.0050 -0.43   
Same-Day TV Viewing (Hour) θ_3 -0.0114 -1.29   

Past 30-Day TV Viewing (Hour) θ_4 -0.0738 -9.71 *** 
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Table 9: Target Profiles of Current Show-Level Targeting 

 

 

Table 10: Comparison of Targeting Strategies 
 Show Level Household Level 

  Current Strategy Optimal Addressable 
Total Ad Reach (# of Households) 17,345  17,345  

Ad Exposures to Converted Households 790  0 
Ad Exposures to Unconverted Households 16,555  17,345  

Incremental Conversions per Thousand Ad Impressions 0.010 0.052 
Lift from Avoiding Ads to Converted Households - 4.6% 

Lift from Targeting Households with Higher 
Incremental Conversion Potentials - 415.4% 

Total Lift - 420.0% 
 

Table 11: Addressability-Availability and Ad Reach Sensitivity Analysis 

  Ad Reach (% of Current Level) 

Addressability-Availability 100% 50% 10% 

100% 420%*  
(0.052)** 

500%  
(0.060) 

720%  
(0.082) 

50% 350% 
(0.045) 

420%  
(0.052) 

620%  
(0.072) 

6% 110%  
(0.021) 

200%  
(0.030) 

370%  
(0.047) 

 Notes: * denotes the lift in ad efficacy over the current show-level targeting; ** denotes ad efficacy as 
measured by the number of incremental conversions per thousand ad impressions.  
  

  In-Marketness 
Score 

Ad Responsiveness 
Score 

Incremental 
Score 

Focal Ad 
Exposures 

Competitor Ad 
Exposures 

Mean 42.81% 0.0041% 0.0016% 0.088 0.418 
Correlation      

In-Marketness Score 1.000 -0.279 0.015 0.045 0.059 

Ad Responsiveness Score -0.279 1.000 0.895 -0.076 -0.088 

Incremental Score 0.015 0.895 1.000 -0.064 -0.070 

Focal Ad Exposures 0.045 -0.076 -0.064 1.000 0.254 

Competitor Ad Exposures 0.059 -0.088 -0.070 0.254 1.000 
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Figure 1: Histogram of Days-to-Conversion 

 
 
Figure 2: Ad Efficacy vs. Addressability-Availability
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